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After the break-up of his latest relationship,
Nathaniel Follows meets beautiful,
wealthy, and melancholy Susan Hartford;
their rapport is immediate. She invites him
to her home for a grandiose birthday
celebration, and Nathaniel finds that
Susans life is not as enviable as it seems in
the midst of the gathering he realizes there
is a wall of fear around her, and that her
self-deprecation has a decidedly violent
streak.
Susan is both mentally and
physically scarred, and after a brief sexual
interlude with Follows, she jumps to her
death from a window in the Hartfords
palatial Southampton home! Helpless to
have prevented her death, and unsure of
what part hes played in it, Nathaniel grows
obsessed with understanding the cause of
her suicide. In his search he learns that she
had a cocaine habit supplied by her former
boyfriend, a classy, amiable, yet dangerous
nightclub owner. The wounds, welts and
scars cross-thatching her body were caused
with sadistic precision by a genuine master
at inflicting pain. The trail leads him to
both Susans ex-boyfriend a polite and
bookwormish man on the outside, but a
loose cannon within and to her sister,
Jordan Hartford, a woman with her own
ferocious tastes. As he hunts he is hunted,
barely surviving attempts on his life.
Growing
increasingly
fixated,
and
stumbling over the shards of his own life as
repressed memories of his brothers crimes
seep into the present, Nathaniel finds
himself trapped between the police, who
are suspicious of his involvement, and the
forces lurking behind Susan Hartfords
death. Shards is a mystery at its best, but
its also the story of living with the pain of
the past or dying of it.
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Shard Definition of Shard by Merriam-Webster Dependency manager for the Crystal language. Contribute to shards
development by creating an account on GitHub. Book tickets The Shard Shards of Glory are items used to craft
legendary components to create precursor weapons. 50 Shards of Glory can be converted to Timeless The Shard:
Inspiring change The Shard Londons highest and best view is situated at the top of The Shard, on floors 68, 69 and
72. At almost twice the height of any other viewing platform in the capital, Estus Shard Dark Souls 3 Wiki Akin to
Scots schaird (shard), French echarde (splinter), Dutch schaarde (tear notch fragment), German Scharte (notch), Old
Norse skar? (notch, hack) shard - Wiktionary Shards is an Erlang/Elixir library/tool compatible with the ETS API, that
implements Sharding/Partitioning support on top of ETS totally transparent and out-of-box. The View from The Shard:
Official Website A database shard is a horizontal partition of data in a database or search engine. Each individual
partition is referred to as a shard or database shard. Shard - Bulbapedia, the community-driven Pokemon
encyclopedia Shards (Redis). A shard (API/CLI: node group) is a collection of 1 to 6 Redis nodes. A Redis (cluster
mode disabled) cluster will never have more than one shard cat shards Elasticsearch Reference [5.4] Elastic A
Vertical City. I foresee the tower as a vertical city, for thousands of people to work in and enjoy - Renzo Piano. Night
image of the Shard The Shard: Inspiring change The Shard LANG. Enjoy an inviting selection of Shangri-Las
renowned signature cakes, fresh coffee, chocolates and pastries. Lang artisan deli in Shangri-La at The Shard Shards
MongoDB Manual 3.4 - MongoDB Documentation The Shard is home to some of the best offices, restaurants and
hotel rooms in London - along with breathtaking views. The Shard - Wikipedia shard meaning, definition, what is
shard: a piece of a broken glass, cup, container, or similar object: . Learn more. Shard - Wikipedia A shard is a colored
fragment of an ancient tool that was introduced in Generation III. While they have no use on their own, several NPCs
apparently have some Shard (database architecture) - Wikipedia Shards. 3083 likes 3 talking about this. SHARDS.
See more of Shards by logging into Facebook. Message this Page, learn about upcoming events and more. shard
Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary A shard contains a subset of sharded data for a sharded cluster.
Together, the clusters shards hold the entire data set for the cluster. Shards should be deployed Shard of Glory - Guild
Wars 2 Wiki (GW2W) A shard contains a subset of sharded data for a sharded cluster. Together, the clusters shards
hold the entire data set for the cluster. Shards should be deployed Shards The Trilinos Project Ascended Shards of
Glory are a currency obtained from completing PvP league reward tracks. They can be used together with Shards of
Glory Shard of Friendship - Guild Wars 2 Wiki (GW2W) Shards of the Dreams Browser based MMORPG Shards of
the Dreams. Shards (Redis) - Amazon ElastiCache - AWS Documentation My friend did shards for a couple months,
then spent over a year in rehab. A piece of crystal meth, a psychedelic stimulant, named for the shard-like crystals.
Shards - Home Facebook Estus Flask Shards. A shard soaked in Estus. Give to the blacksmith at the shrine to
increase usages of the Estus Flask. In the old days, it was Images for Shards Welcome to the official website for The
View from The Shard, Londons highest viewing platform situated at the top of Western Europes tallest building. none
GitHub - cabol/shards: Transparent and out-of-box Sharding support Used to craft the legendary mace precursor
Endeavor. Combine in the Mystic Forge with Mystic Runestones, a Gift of Metal, and a Gift of the Mists to create a Gift
Ascended Shard of Glory - Guild Wars 2 Wiki (GW2W) Had a great time working with Allentowns Girl Hands
mixing and mastering their self-titled EP at Shards. This started as a home recording of Leonardos and Shards. The
purpose of Shards is to provide a suite of common tools for numerical and topological data that facilitate interoperability
between typical software About The Shard The Shard is home to some of the best offices, restaurants and hotel rooms
in London - along with breathtaking views.
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